Updated eligibility directives, including recent
guidance and any impacts on determining
Eligibility, Need and Family Fees will be
discussed, as well as any content you would
expect during the live session.
Join us for this robust discussion around determining
Eligibility and Need factors and their relationship to
successful enrollment, engagement and attendance.
This seminar is different, rather than a step-by-step
review of enrollment practices, this highly
interactive seminar asks you to bring your questions
(and be willing to share your best practice!)
regarding the more complicated nuances of the less
common cases relating to Eligibility and Need. The
presentation will help guide all in attendance through
a deep dive into the regulations, enabling you to
interpret, understand and execute in even the most
uncommon circumstances, all in the name of
supporting the families we proudly serve.
This year’s agenda will be driven by you! We will
build our event around your questions and responses
to the pre-survey.

Topics Driven by You!
Your voice will drive the discussion as you will have
the opportunity to engage in a live dialogue with our
presenters and freely exchange information. In
addition to our carefully vetted presentation, you
have the opportunity to help shape the agenda! This
year we are taking your scenarios and questions to
help elevate the conversation. With your help, we
hope to bring clarity to the ECE community through

our collective knowledge. On your registration, you
will be asked to submit your questions and
concerns for the training! Help us shape the
training to whatever needs you and the rest of the
ECE
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